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YouMp3.app is an effective online application that allows you to convert YouTube videos into MP3 without installing any app or program, so you can listen to them without an internet connection. YouMp3.app can convert into MP3 by extracting audio, all kinds of videos from YouTube: Music, audiobooks,
podcasts, video tutorials, songs, etc... You can trim the duration of the sound by causing it to start later or finish earlier, it is very useful to avoid annoying silence at the beginning or end of some videos. YouMp3.app is quick and easy to provide the best experience, plus it's compatible with Android, iPhone,
Windows, Linux and any system from the web browser. How to use YouMp3.app? Click on the YouMp3.app search bar, insert a link from the YouTube video you want to convert to MP3, and click ENTER on the keyboard or click the search button. YouMp3.app quickly upload the YouTube video you
found, you can click on the video image to watch the original video on YouTube. Once you've made a decision, just click the Download button, although you can change the duration of the MP3 you download first. You can convert multiple YouTube videos at the same time. YouMp3.app is a multitasking
app. When the MP3 conversion video is ready, the MP3 file will be automatically uploaded to your device. How does YouMp3.app work? YouMp3.app is designed using the latest technology and is optimized for very few resources. This is the perfect replacement for your home app, because even if it's a
website you can install YouMp3.app as a shortcut on your device, it will look like an app! YouMp3.app is so lightweight that it only takes 55KB on your device. YouMp3.app uses a third-party API to search for videos. When it comes time to convert YouTube videos into MP3, it uses a third-party API with
ultra-fast downloads, which also reduces audio video. How many YouTube videos can I convert? They can be downloaded, converted into ANPs3 and cut as many YouTube videos as you want, and you can convert videos of any length. Keep in mind that downloading too long videos will take longer and
can take up a lot of space on your device. What quality are downloaded from YouTube MP3 audio files? YouTube does not store audio files in MP3, it uses other formats (AAC), the highest quality of them is about 156K. Thus, MP3 audio files that you will download are always 128K, good quality and small
size. Can I upload and convert videos to MP3 from platforms other than YouTube? As the name implies, YouMp3.app only works with YouTube. How long does it take to convert a YouTube video into an MP3? It's instant! If the length of the video is not shortened. Can I convert the video from a tablet or
smartphone? Of course, YouMp3.app adapts to all devices as it is designed with the latest technology, it is friendly with all screen formats. YouMp3.app always recommends using an updated web browser such as Google Chrome in its latest version. How much does it cost to upload a YouTube video
with YouMp3.app? YouMp3.app is completely free and will remain so. I found a bug, how can I fix it? Go to our Facebook page and email us. Is it suitable for iPhone/iPad? Yes, make sure I have iOS updated I need to sign up to use YouMp3.app? You don't need an account to use YouMp3.app If you
continue to use YouMp3.app you agree with our Cookie Service Terms file that is downloaded to your computer when you access certain websites. Cookies allow the website, among other things, to store and receive information about the user's browsing habits or equipment and, depending on the
information they contain and how they use their hardware, they can be used to recognize the user. Analytical cookies: These are those that are well handled by us or third parties, allow us to quantify the number of users and thus measure and statistically analyze the use made by users of the proposed
service. To do this, we analyze your browsing on our website to improve the services we offer you, such as Google Analytics. Ad cookies: Our advertisers can include cookies that help them improve their services. You can allow, block, or delete cookies installed on your computer by setting up browser
settings installed on your computer. Most web browsers offer the ability to allow, block, or delete cookies installed on your computer. Then you can access the settings of the most frequent web browsers to accept, install or disable cookies: Install cookies in Google Chrome Set cookies in Microsoft Internet
Explorer Set cookies in the cookies of Mozilla Firefox Set in Safari (Apple) The user is fully responsible for the data sent to YouMp3.app User is fully responsible for the damage that arises when using YouMp3.app arise on it him if you store/download/share audio files. That is copyright/intellectual
property/copyright rights that can force you to take legal responsibility. If you are a copyright holder and want your public content (link to YouTube) to be available from YouMp3.app, please email us through our Facebook page and we will contact you as soon as possible to block this content on
YouMp3.app User should not infringe these copyrights, in addition to the exclusive liability, to exempt YouMp3.app from any legal charges, as it is illegal to use the copyright. This site does not encourage any piracy. YouMp3.app is a simple tool for converting YouTube videos into MP3. YouMp3.app does
not convert files as such, uses a third-party API to get a link of the converted video to MP3 and facilitates this link to the user. YouMp3.app never stores MP3 files or copyright files. This site is protected by reCAPTCHA and Google Privacy Policies and Conditions of Service apply. YouMp3.app may display
content from third-party websites with which you have no relationship and which have no control over the content they provide, with which YouMp3.app will never be held responsible for any damage these third-party sites may cause. This site should only be used in a private, not commercial, area. This
website should not be used to download and convert copyrighted material. YouMp3.app reserves the right to change these conditions at any time. YouMp3.app reserves the right to terminate the service at any time. 1 5.05.0.0.5056810 14.08MB 1 5.04.0.5043810 14.04MB 1 5.04.0.50433 10 13.3.0.3
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